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Winner of the Connecticut League of Historic Organization Award of Merit (2015) The
numerous essays by many of the state’s leading historians in African American Connecticut
Explored document an array of subjects beginning from the earliest years of the state’s
colonization around 1630 and continuing well into the 20th century. The voice of
Connecticut’s African Americans rings clear through topics such as the Black Governors of
Connecticut, nationally prominent black abolitionists like the reverends Amos Beman and
James Pennington, the African American community’s response to the Amistad trial, the
letters of Joseph O. Cross of the 29th Regiment of Colored Volunteers in the Civil War,
and the Civil Rights work of baseball great Jackie Robinson (a twenty-year resident of
Stamford), to name a few. Insightful introductions to each section explore broader issues
faced by the state’s African American residents as they struggled for full rights as
citizens. This book represents the collaborative effort of Connecticut Explored and the
Amistad Center for Art & Culture, with support from the State Historic Preservation
Office and Connecticut’s Freedom Trail. It will be a valuable guide for anyone interested
in this fascinating area of Connecticut’s history. Contributors include Billie M.
Anthony, Christopher Baker, Whitney Bayers, Barbara Beeching, Andra Chantim, Stacey K.
Close, Jessica Colebrook, Christopher Collier, Hildegard Cummings, Barbara Donahue, Mary
M. Donohue, Nancy Finlay, Jessica A. Gresko, Katherine J. Harris, Charles (Ben) Hawley,
Peter Hinks, Graham Russell Gao Hodges, Eileen Hurst, Dawn Byron Hutchins, Carolyn B.
Ivanoff, Joan Jacobs, Mark H. Jones, Joel Lang, Melonae’ McLean, Wm. Frank Mitchell,
Hilary Moss, Cora Murray, Elizabeth J. Normen, Elisabeth Petry, Cynthia Reik, Ann Y.
Smith, John Wood Sweet, Charles A. Teale Sr., Barbara M. Tucker, Tamara Verrett, Liz
Warner, David O. White, and Yohuru Williams. Ebook Edition Note: One illustration has
been redacted.
Award-winning scholars and veteran teachers Deborah Gray White, Mia Bay, and Waldo E.
Martin Jr. have collaborated to create a fresh, innovative new African American history
textbook that weaves together narrative and a wealth of carefully selected primary
sources. The narrative focuses on the diversity of black experience, on culture, and on
the impact of African Americans on the nation as a whole. Every chapter contains two
themed sets of written documents and a visual source essay, guiding students through the
process of analyzing sources and offering the convenience and value of a "two-in-one"
textbook and reader.
Crime . . . Poverty . . Racism. George rose above it all. His journey through Foster Care
was at times difficult, at times touching and at times very funny. His story will inspire
anyone working with young people. Especially those in Foster and Adoptive Care, from
Foster Parents to Youth, Social Workers and Foster Care Agencies. While his story begin
with crime, poverty and racism, it ends with love, belonging and hope. Love . . .
Belonging . . . Hope
This dynamic and comprehensive text from nationally renowned scholars continues to
demonstrate the profound influence African Americans have had -- and continue to have -on American politics. Through the use of two interrelated themes -- the idea of universal
freedom and the concept of minority-majority coalitions -- the text demonstrates how the
presence of Africans in the United States affected the founding of the Republic and its
political institutions and processes. The authors show that through the quest for their
own freedom in the United States, African Americans have universalized and expanded the
freedoms of all Americans. New to the Eighth Edition A new co-author, Sherri L. Wallace,
is renowned for her teaching, scholarship, and participation in APSA’s American
government textbook assessment for coverage of race, ethnicity, and gender. She is the
perfect addition following an election year that included female presidential candidates
as well as candidates of color and issues focusing on racial tension and inequality.
Offers a new Media Integration Guide for the first time. Provides the first overall
assessment of the Obama administration in relation to domestic and foreign policy and
racial politics in particular. Updated through the 2016 elections, connecting the Obama
years with the new administration. Looks at candidates Hillary Clinton and Ben Carson in
particular in relation to the themes of the book. Adds a new section on State Politics
and Elections. Includes new sections on intersectionality dealing with issues of race,
gender and sexuality; LGBT issues as another manifestation of the struggle for universal
freedom; a discussion of the "Black Lives Matter" movement; and a new section focusing on
the changing character of black ethnicity as result of increased immigration from Africa
and the Caribbean. Discusses the way in which race contributed to the polarization of
American politics; the connections to the Tea Party; and the Obama Presidency and the
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2016 presidential campaign as the most polarized since the advent of polling. Previews
the impact of the Trump Administration on matters of race and ethnicity.
The Pursuit of Freedom and Equality in the Twilight of Slavery
The Atlas of African-American History and Politics: From the Slave Trade to Modern Times
The Negro Motorist Green Book
Black Texans
The Autobiography of John Hope Franklin
American Politics and the African American Quest for Universal Freedom
Deals partly with the establishment of the Tuskegee Normal and Industrial Institute.
"Thirty Years a Slave" by Louis Hughes. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre.
From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the books
that need to be read.
Frederick Law Olmsted, the northerner who wrote comprehensively about his travels in the South, had no southern counterpart. But there
were thousands of southerners -- planters, merchants, bankers, students, housewives, writers, and politicians -- who traveled extensively in the
North and who recorded their impressions in letters to their families, in articles for the local press, and in the few books they wrote. In A
Southern Odyssey the distinguished historian John Hope Franklin canvasses the entire field of southern travel and analyzes the travelers and
their accounts of what they saw in the North. Many went out of sheer curiosity. Others went on business, to get an education, to make
purchases for the store and home, to attend religious or political conventions, or to instruct northerners about the superior qualities of the
southern way of life and warn them of the dangers of unbridled abolitionist attacks. The more they went, the more they doubted the wisdom
of spending money among their enemies. But they continued to go, even against their own advice to fellow southerners, and some tarried until
the attack on Fort Sumter. Concentrating as it does on the human side of North-South relations during the antebellum years, A Southern
Odyssey represents a fresh and imaginative approach to a long overlooked chapter in southern history. It is also a handsome book, with twenty
illustrations that comprise "An Album of Southern Travel."
Four thousand men disappeared and their eagle standard was lost. It's a mystery that's never been solved, until now . . .Marcus has to find out
what happened to his father, who led the legion. So he sets out into the unknown, on a quest so dangerous that nobody expects him to
return.The Eagle of the Ninth is heralded as one of the most outstanding children's books of the twentieth century and has sold over a million
copies worldwide.Rosemary Sutcliff's books about Roman Britain have won much acclaim. The author writes with such passion and with
such attention to detail that the Roman age is instantly brought to life and stays with the reader long after the last page has been turned.
ISE FROM SLAVERY TO FREEDOM
The Underground Railroad from Slavery to Freedom
From Slavery to Freedom
Long Walk to Freedom
A Brief History of The 1619 Project
Major Problems in African American History

This text introduces you to both primary sources -- straight from the frontlines of history -- and analytical
essays, and is designed to encourage critical thinking about the history and culture of African
Americans. The carefully selected readings give you many opportunities to evaluate primary sources,
test the interpretations of distinguished historians, and draw your own conclusions.
The matriarch of a remarkable African American family, Sally Thomas went from being a slave on a
tobacco plantation to a "virtually free" slave who ran her own business and purchased one of her sons
out of bondage. In Search of the Promised Land offers a vivid portrait of the extended Thomas-Rapier
family and of slave life before the Civil War. Based on personal letters and an autobiography by one of
Thomas' sons, this remarkable piece of detective work follows the family as they walk the boundary
between slave and free, traveling across the country in search of a "promised land" where African
Americans would be treated with respect. Their record of these journeys provides a vibrant picture of
antebellum America, ranging from New Orleans to St. Louis to the Overland Trail. The authors weave a
compelling narrative that illuminates the larger themes of slavery and freedom while examining the
family's experiences with the California Gold Rush, Civil War battles, and steamboat adventures. The
documents show how the Thomas-Rapier kin bore witness to the full gamut of slavery--from brutal
punishment, runaways, and the breakup of slave families to miscegenation, insurrection panics, and
slave patrols. The book also exposes the hidden lives of "virtually free" slaves, who maintained close
relationships with whites, maneuvered within the system, and gained a large measure of autonomy.
John Hope Franklin has devoted his professional life to the study of African Americans. Originally
published in 1943 by UNC Press, The Free Negro in North Carolina, 1790-1860 was his first book on the
subject. As Franklin shows, freed slaves in the antebellum South did not enjoy the full rights of
citizenship. Even in North Carolina, reputedly more liberal than most southern states, discriminatory
laws became so harsh that many voluntarily returned to slavery.
Follows five generations of an African-American family, from the capture and enslavement of the first
ancestor, through the Civil War and the end of segregation, to a troubled cousin's reunion with his
family. An ALA Best Book for Young Adults. Reissue.
The Black Jacobins
African American Connecticut Explored
a resource book for managers of sites and itineraries of memory
Travelers in the Antebellum North
Hair-Breadth Escapes from Slavery to Freedom
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LOOSELEAF FOR FROM SLAVERY TO FREEDOM
A warm, intimate portrait of Jackie Robinson, America's sports icon, told from the unique perspective of a unique insider: his only daughter.
Sharon Robinson shares memories of her famous father in this warm loving biography of the man who broke the color barrier in baseball.
Jackie Robinson was an outstanding athlete, a devoted family man and a dedicated civil rights activist. The author explores the fascinating
circumstances surrounding Jackie Robinson's breakthrough. She also tells the off-the-field story of Robinson's hard-won victories and the
inspiring effect he had on his family, his community. . . his country! Includes never-before-published letters by Jackie Robinson, as well as
photos from the Robinson family archives.
Describes the background and the events of the successful twelve-year revolt of the San Domingian slaves which resulted in the establishment of
Haiti in 1803
As students of the Civil War have long known, emancipation was not merely a product of Lincoln's proclamation or of Confederate defeat in
April 1865. It was a process that required more than legal or military action. With enslaved people fully engaged as actors, emancipation
necessitated a fundamental reordering of a way of life whose implications stretched well beyond the former slave states. Slavery did not die
quietly or quickly, nor did freedom fulfill every dream of the enslaved or their allies. The process unfolded unevenly. In this sweeping
reappraisal of slavery's end during the Civil War era, Joseph P. Reidy employs the lenses of time, space, and individuals' sense of personal and
social belonging to understand how participants and witnesses coped with drastic change, its erratic pace, and its unforeseeable consequences.
Emancipation disrupted everyday habits, causing sensations of disorientation that sometimes intensified the experience of reality and sometimes
muddled it. While these illusions of emancipation often mixed disappointment with hope, through periods of even intense frustration they
sustained the promise that the struggle for freedom would result in victory.
discusses each period of African-American history in terms of politics, violence, and legal status; labor and economic status; education; and
social life. Black Texans includes the history of the buffalo soldiers and the cowboys on Texas cattle drives, along with the achievements of
notable African-American individuals in Texas history, from Estevan the explorer through legislator Norris Wright Cuney and boxer Jack
Johnson to state senator Barbara Jordan. Barr carries.
Call and Response
Thirty Years a Slave
A History of African Americans, with Documents
Reconstruction after the Civil War, Third Edition
Slavery and the Making of American Capitalism
Dead Or in Prison

Freedom on My Mind is Bedford/St. Martin's African American history survey textbook that follows the tradition of
Calloway's First Peoples and DuBois and Dumenil's Through Women's Eyes in combining historical narrative and primary
sources in one book. Each chapter includes a document project based on a theme or event that challenges students to
analyze the sources and consider them within the context of the history they just read. Authored by a team of respected
historians and teachers, Freedom on My Mind presents African American history from the early slave trade in Africa
through the present day and tells the African American story within the larger context of United States history.
Winner of the 2015 Avery O. Craven Prize from the Organization of American Historians Winner of the 2015 Sidney
Hillman Prize A groundbreaking history demonstrating that America's economic supremacy was built on the backs of
slaves Americans tend to cast slavery as a pre-modern institution -- the nation's original sin, perhaps, but isolated in time
and divorced from America's later success. But to do so robs the millions who suffered in bondage of their full legacy. As
historian Edward E. Baptist reveals in The Half Has Never Been Told, the expansion of slavery in the first eight decades
after American independence drove the evolution and modernization of the United States. In the span of a single lifetime,
the South grew from a narrow coastal strip of worn-out tobacco plantations to a continental cotton empire, and the United
States grew into a modern, industrial, and capitalist economy. Told through intimate slave narratives, plantation records,
newspapers, and the words of politicians, entrepreneurs, and escaped slaves, The Half Has Never Been Told offers a
radical new interpretation of American history.
Class-tested by Henry Louis Gates Jr. in his groundbreaking course, Call and Response is an innovative core reader for
African American Studies.
While working for the Underground Railroad and helped escaped slaves to safety, William Still kept meticulous records.
These notes originally were used to help reconnect families and document history, but Still later used these records to
create The Underground Railroad, telling the stories of the disenfranchised. Said to have helped nearly eight-hundred
slaves, Still depicts their stories of heartbreak, narrow escapes, and oppression. Not only was Still a conductor of the
Underground Railroad, but also was the child of a woman who braved the unknown, fought for her own freedom, and
escaped life as a slave. The Underground Railroad uses first-hand accounts of the harsh conditions of slavery, and the
lengths slaves had to go to for freedom. The Underground Railroad by William Still is a work of historical nonfiction meant
for all. The collection of vivid, personal stories serves as an excellent education of antebellum America directly from one
of its witnesses. The underground railroad was among the most selfless acts of activism, fueled by the kindness and
compassion by Americans who wanted the best for their peers. Still’s honest and raw gives readers direct access to the
experiences of those who used the system and reclaimed their freedom. Witness the close encounters, joyful reunions,
and incredible bravery of the slaves and activists that defended the American right of freedom for all. Brought back into
the light and revived with easy-to-read print, and an eye-catching design, William Still’sThe Underground Railroad is a
reminder of both a heinous injustice of America’s past and the triumph of the activism and bravery that overcame it.
A Slave Family in the Old South
1940 Edition
The Underground Railroad
Legacies of slavery
A Southern Odyssey
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Toussaint L'Ouverture and the San Domingo Revolution
Presents details about plantation life before the Civil War when slaves frequently rebelled
against their masters and escaped
Books for All Kinds of Readers Read HowYouWant offers the widest selection of on-demand,
accessible format editions on the market today. Our 7 different sizes of EasyRead are optimized
by increasing the font size and spacing between the words and the letters. We partner with
leading publishers around the globe. Our goal is to have accessible editions simultaneously
released with publishers' new books so that all readers can have access to the books they want
to read. To find more books in your format visit www.readhowyouwant.com
THE ATLAS OF AFRICAN-AMERICAN HISTORY AND POLITICS consists of more than 150 originally produced
maps which trace the African experience throughout the world and in America. The volume traces
the complete history of African-Americans and their lives, employing artfully-conceived maps,
and enhanced by sharply-written historic narratives, graphically reinforcing the facts. This
work is appropriate for courses in African American history and American history where
instructors would like to integrate African American history into their curricula.
University Press returns with another short and captivating book - a brief history of The 1619
Project. In August of 1619, a pirate ship sailed its way through the still-warm waters of The
Atlantic Ocean, heading north along the coast of North America, a continent that was then known
to most Europeans as the New World. The ship arrived at Jamestown in the British colony of
Virginia, carrying an expensive cargo that the pirates hoped to sell to the colonists Africans. The ship's crew had stolen the 20 or 30 Africans from a Portuguese slave ship. And
that slave ship had captured the men and women from an area of west Africa that would one day be
Angola. Thus began a 250-year history of slavery in a land that would later become the United
States of America. In August of 2019, on the 400-year anniversary of the introduction of African
slavery to America, The New York Times Magazine released a 100-page spread called The 1619
Project, a collection of essays and profiles that discusses the history and legacy of slavery in
America and, in the words of its authors, "aims to reframe the country's history by placing the
consequences of slavery and the contributions of Black Americans at the very center of the
United States' national narrative." But this bold reframing of America's history has attracted
withering criticism, generated intense controversy, and stimulated a fierce national debate.
This short book peels back the veil and provides a clear-eyed glimpse into the explosive history
of The 1619 Project - a glimpse that you can read in about an hour.
The 1619 Project Book
Mirror to America
Give Me Liberty! An American History
Conjure Women
The Autobiography of Nelson Mandela
The re-enslavement of black americans from the civil war to World War Two

The book that inspired the major new motion picture Mandela: Long Walk to Freedom. Nelson Mandela is one of
the great moral and political leaders of our time: an international hero whose lifelong dedication to the fight
against racial oppression in South Africa won him the Nobel Peace Prize and the presidency of his country.
Since his triumphant release in 1990 from more than a quarter-century of imprisonment, Mandela has been at the
center of the most compelling and inspiring political drama in the world. As president of the African National
Congress and head of South Africa's antiapartheid movement, he was instrumental in moving the nation toward
multiracial government and majority rule. He is revered everywhere as a vital force in the fight for human rights
and racial equality. LONG WALK TO FREEDOM is his moving and exhilarating autobiography, destined to take
its place among the finest memoirs of history's greatest figures. Here for the first time, Nelson Rolihlahla
Mandela tells the extraordinary story of his life--an epic of struggle, setback, renewed hope, and ultimate
triumph.
The classic work of American history by the renowned author of From Slavery to Freedom, with a new
introduction by historian Eric Foner. First published in 1961, John Hope Franklin’s revelatory study of the
Reconstruction Era is a landmark work of history, exploring the role of former slaves and dispelling
longstanding popular myths about corruption and Radical rule. Looking past dubious scholarship that had
previously dominated the narrative, Franklin combines astute insight and careful research to provide an
accurate, comprehensive portrait of the era. Franklin’s arguments concerning the brevity of the North’s
occupation, the limited power wielded by former slaves, the influence of moderate southerners, the flawed
constitutions of the radical state governments, and the downfall of Reconstruction remain compelling today.
This new edition of Reconstruction after the Civil War also includes a foreword by Eric Foner and a perceptive
essay by Michael W. Fitzgerald.
Introduces the Underground Railroad, a group of people and places through which runaway slaves escaped to
freedom before the Civil War.
The idea of "The Green Book" is to give the Motorist and Tourist a Guide not only of the Hotels and Tourist
Homes in all of the large cities, but other classifications that will be found useful wherever he may be. Also facts
and information that the Negro Motorist can use and depend upon. There are thousands of places that the public
doesn't know about and aren't listed. Perhaps you know of some? If so send in their names and addresses and
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the kind of business, so that we might pass it along to the rest of your fellow Motorists. You will find it handy on
your travels, whether at home or in some other state, and is up to date. Each year we are compiling new lists as
some of these places move, or go out of business and new business places are started giving added
employment to members of our race.
Freedom on My Mind, Volume I
Slavery, Resistance, Freedom
an autobiography
A History of African Americans in Texas, 1528-1995
Black Civil Rights in America
The Free Negro in North Carolina, 1790-1860
Give Me Liberty! is the #1 book in the U.S. history survey course because it works in the classroom. A
single-author text by a leader in the field, Give Me Liberty! delivers an authoritative, accessible, concise,
and integrated American history. Updated with powerful new scholarship on borderlands and the West,
the Fifth Edition brings new interactive History Skills Tutorials and Norton InQuizitive for History, the
award-winning adaptive quizzing tool.
A Pulitzer Prize-winning history of the mistreatment of black Americans. In this 'precise and eloquent
work' - as described in its Pulitzer Prize citation - Douglas A. Blackmon brings to light one of the most
shameful chapters in American history - an 'Age of Neoslavery' that thrived in the aftermath of the Civil
War through the dawn of World War II. Using a vast record of original documents and personal
narratives, Blackmon unearths the lost stories of slaves and their descendants who journeyed into
freedom after the Emancipation Proclamation and then back into the shadow of involuntary servitude
thereafter. By turns moving, sobering and shocking, this unprecedented account reveals these stories,
the companies that profited the most from neoslavery, and the insidious legacy of racism that
reverberates today.
A mother and daughter with a shared talent for healing—and for the conjuring of curses—are at the
heart of this dazzling first novel WINNER OF THE SOCIETY OF AMERICAN HISTORIANS PRIZE •
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The New York Times • NPR • Parade • Book Riot
• PopMatters “Lush, irresistible . . . It took me into the hearts of women I could otherwise never know. I
was transported.”—Amy Bloom, New York Times bestselling author of White Houses and Away Conjure
Women is a sweeping story that brings the world of the South before and after the Civil War vividly to
life. Spanning eras and generations, it tells of the lives of three unforgettable women: Miss May Belle, a
wise healing woman; her precocious and observant daughter Rue, who is reluctant to follow in her
mother’s footsteps as a midwife; and their master’s daughter Varina. The secrets and bonds among these
women and their community come to a head at the beginning of a war and at the birth of an accursed
child, who sets the townspeople alight with fear and a spreading superstition that threatens their newly
won, tenuous freedom. Magnificently written, brilliantly researched, richly imagined, Conjure Women
moves back and forth in time to tell the haunting story of Rue, Varina, and May Belle, their passions and
friendships, and the lengths they will go to save themselves and those they love. LONGLISTED FOR THE
CENTER FOR FICTION FIRST NOVEL PRIZE “[A] haunting, promising debut . . . Through complex
characters and bewitching prose, Atakora offers a stirring portrait of the power conferred between the
enslaved women. This powerful tale of moral ambiguity amid inarguable injustice stands with Esi
Edugyan’s Washington Black.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review) “An engrossing debut . . . Atakora
structures a plot with plenty of satisfying twists. Life in the immediate aftermath of slavery is powerfully
rendered in this impressive first novel.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review)
Essays address the issue of freedom as it applies to slaves in American history, discussing how African
Americans resisted slavery and what their response was to freedom during and after the Civil War.
Runaway Slaves
Slavery by Another Name
Fifth Edition, One Volume
The Half Has Never Been Told
Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl (EasyRead Super Large 20pt Edition)
Key Debates in African American Studies
I PRESUME it is right that prefaces should be written, though it is hard to say why, as they are very seldom read. Their
chance of being perused is still more diminished when they are written in connection with any stirring narrative which is
sure to interest the mind and touch the heart. Just in proportion to the interest of the book itself, is the preface liable to be
overlooked. Such an appendage to a volume like this, therefore, is indeed a superfluity; for who would care to postpone
the melancholy excitement of listening to this piercing cry from the land of the slave, for the sake of a tantalising, and,
possibly, irrelevant introduction? The only object to be served by these preliminary lines, will be to use them as a means
of making the author of this thrilling narrative better known personally to his readers this side the ocean. For, though the
book itself is professedly an autobiography, there are some few circumstances which a man cannot relate so easily of
himself as a friend can relate for him. Of Mr. Troy's mental qualities, and his graphic powers, I need say nothing, as both
speak out in the narrative he has written. But of his sterling attributes of heart, those only who know him intimately can
form a true idea. A real man and a finished gentleman, the author of this little book stands forth as another living
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contradiction of the doctrine which disparages the African as gifted with inferior intellect and possessed of baser feelings
than the European; and he shows that colour is no barrier to the attainment of high culture and scholarship, and no
hindrance to the possession of a delicately attuned emotion. If I were to say more, I might be betrayed into the
exaggerations, which the partiality of a strong admirer and an attached friend can hardly suppress, and I must, therefore,
leave Mr. Troy's book to speak for him as well as for itself. It needs but a small spark to kindle the magazine of British
indignation against the American slave system, and many such sparks will be found in this book. We are told that some
men have hearts of stone--there is hope of fire being struck even from them when the iron of the captive's fetters rings
against them. But it is not merely the passing sigh of a regretful sympathy that this little volume seeks to evoke. It would
fain give to that sigh an articulate sound, and direct it in earnest prayer before the throne of Him "who hath made of one
blood all nations of men to inhabit the earth"--on behalf of the slave.
An eminent African-American scholar recalls a century of memories as an advocate for civil rights, from urging the
Roosevelt administration to respond to the Cordie Creek lynching through his involvement in the Civil Rights movement.
This book is the authoritative introduction to the history of black civil rights in the USA. It provides a clear and useful
guide to the political, social and cultural history of black Americans and their pursuit of equal rights and recognition from
1865 through to the present day. From the civil war of the 1860s to the race riots of the 1990s, Black Civil Rights details
the history of the modern civil rights movement in American history. This book introduces the reader to: * leading civil
rights activists * black political movements within the USA * crucial legal and political developments * the portrayal of
black Americans in the media. This a book no American history or cultural studies student will want to do without.
A Novel
Illusions of Emancipation
Freedom on My Mind, Volume 1
The Eagle of the Ninth
In Search of the Promised Land
Up From Slavery
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